After administering all the assessment tasks and tests, check the appropriate descriptor for each of the behaviors listed below. If you cannot make a judgment, leave the item blank.

1. Affect  ____ appropriate  ____ overly emotional or demonstrative  ____ limited  ____ significantly limited affect
2. Aggression  ____ normal  ____ inappropriately passive  ____ periodically overaggressive  ____ constantly overaggressive
3. Manipulative behavior  ____ not overly manipulative  ____ periodically overmanipulative  ____ constantly overmanipulative
4. Compliance  ____ normal  ____ compliant when expectations are made clear  ____ compliant in highly structured situations
5. Attention  ____ normal  ____ somewhat distractible; can attend for short periods  ____ highly distractible
6. Dependence  ____ normal  ____ somewhat too dependent  ____ highly dependent
7. Separation from parent(s)  ____ normal  ____ separates only with encouragement  ____ cannot be encouraged to separate
8. Maturity  ____ age appropriate  ____ somewhat immature  ____ considerably immature  ____ precocious
9. Need for approval  ____ normal  ____ somewhat high  ____ considerably high
10. Self concept  ____ positive  ____ somewhat poor  ____ very poor
11. Response to new situations  ____ normal  ____ somewhat shy, quiet, fearful  ____ very shy, quiet, fearful
12. Response to questions  ____ normal  ____ sometimes unresponsive to direct questions  ____ usually unresponsive to direct questions
13. Reinforcement  ____ normal  ____ needs somewhat more reinforcement  ____ needs considerably more reinforcement
14. Avoidance
   _____ normal  _____ some avoidance  _____ frequent avoidance
   of difficult speech  of difficult speech tasks

15. Request for clarification
   _____ normal  _____ often unwilling  _____ consistently unwilling
   to repeat an utterance  to repeat an utterance

16. Willingness to talk
   _____ normal  _____ hesitant in many situations  _____ hesitant in most situations  _____ overly voluble
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